Press Release: Cactus RF60X

X for Expeditious! Cactus launches the RF60X, a new version of its popular
Wireless Flash RF60 with exciting upgrades: quicker recharge time, an AFassist light and exclusive Cooling mode.

Hong Kong, December 6, 2016 – Since a year ago we started planning an upgrade for
Cactus’s first wireless flash, the RF60, to maximize its potential. The recently
released Cactus V6 II & V6 IIs paved the road ahead by first adding high-speed sync
(HSS/FP) support on multiple camera systems1, the RF60X now also supports high-speed
sync or FP mode when pairing with the V6 II and V6 IIs transceivers.
A major upgrade is shortening the recharge time to 1.92 seconds at full power.
Besides offering AF-assist and an exclusive Cooling Mode, the RF60X also shares the
same white on black display like the V6 II / IIs, giving it a fresh new look.
This is the only HSS off-camera flash you ever need for any camera systems you own.
Automatic wireless HSS support
When triggered by a Cactus V6 II or V6 IIs, the RF60X supports High-speed sync
(HSS) or Focal Plane (FP) mode. Controlled from the V6 II or V6 IIs transmitter,
the user can select between Normal HSS, the typical longer pulsing flash with lower
power outputs; or Power Sync, which gives you a boost in flash power.
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AF-assist Light
The AF-assist Light on the RF60X can function when it operates as an off-camera
flash in Slave mode. The Cactus V6 II or V6 IIs turns on the AF-assist light
automatically3 which will illuminate your subject and provide extra light to help
the camera lens focus. This is especially useful as the flash is usually placed at
closer distances to the subject than the camera.
Cooling mode
By intelligently regulating the recycle time the RF60X runs cool all the time. This
industry exclusive feature allows the flash to sustain a steady performance even
after consecutive full power flashes. You can now shoot without the restriction of
an overheat cut-off.
Remote control of power and zoom levels
The power levels of the RF60X set in Slave mode can be adjusted from 1/128 to 1/1
full power in steps of 0.3EV. Zoom level can also be controlled from a wide 24mm
zoom to 105mm. With remote power and zoom control, you can place the RF60X units in
hard-to-reach places and control its power and zoom level wirelessly.
Features at a Glance
1. BuiltBuilt-in wireless commander and slave
2. Wireless HSS
HSS/FP
/FP support of Canon, Fujifilm, Nikon, Olympus, Panasonic, Pentax
and Sony camera systems triggered by Cactus V6 II and V6 IIs
3. Quick recharge time at 1.9s
4. AFAF-assist light assists focusing in low light environment
5. Cooling mode ensures no overheat cut-off even after consecutive full power
flashes
6. Works
Works seamlessly with other Cactus devices: V6 II, V6 IIs, V6, V5, LV5 and
RF60 series
7. Other useful features inherited from the RF60 including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote control of power and zoom levels
Group control of up to four groups with configurable Group Alias
Optical Slave
Delay timer
Multi-flash feature
Sport Shutter
Firmware Update support
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Price and Availability
Cactus RF60X is currently scheduled to be available in late-December 2016 and
priced at US$185.00 (ex VAT).
About Cactus
Headquarter in Hong Kong, Cactus designs and engineers professional wireless
photographic lighting equipment - wireless flash triggers, wireless portable flash,
laser trigger, and other lighting and camera accessories in our Hong Kong studio.
Cactus is a global brand with distributors and dealers throughout the world.

1 HSS/FP is supported when RF60X is triggered by a Cactus V6 II / V6 IIs mounted on compatible camera

models.
2

1.9 seconds recharge time tested using rechargeable HR6 Ni-MH 1.2V AA batteries.

3

AF-assist light turns on automatically only with cameras that sends a corresponding signal to the hot
shoe. However user may still switch on/off the AF-assist light manually.
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